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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them
were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment."
Acts 20:31: "Therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I
ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears."
I Corinthians 16:13: "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be
strong."

I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch
and be sober."
II Timothy 4:5: "But watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an
evangelist, make full proof of thy ministry."
Luke 21:8: "And he (Jesus) said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not
therefore after them."
II Corinthians 4:4: "In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them
which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image
of God, should shine unto them."
Disclosure/First Contact Quotes
"UFO's and Aliens are part of the New
World Order. They are benevolent beings
which will aid mankind in attaining the
goal of becoming one humanity. They will
appear at the proper time to enable
mankind to make that Quantum Leap of
Collective Consciousness -- when the
Christ appears." (Bill Lambert, New
England Director, House of Theosophy,
Seminar, August 18, 1991)
Rom 1:21 Because that, when they knew
God, they glorified [him] not as God,
neither were thankful; but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish
heart was darkened.
Rom 1:22 Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,
"[New World Order Planners] have plans to bring about things like earthquakes,
war, the Messiah, an extraterrestrial landing, and economic collapse. They might
bring about all of these things just to make sure it does work...The Illuminati has
all the bases converged.." (Bill Cooper, Behold A Pale Horse, p. 177)
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html
Rev 13:11 ¶ And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had
two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.
Rev 13:12 And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and
causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose
deadly wound was healed.
Rev 13:13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from
heaven on the earth in the sight of men,
Rev 13:14 And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by [the means of] those
miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast;

VATICAN JOINS NASA and GOVT FOR THE BIG EVENT SOON TO BE
ANNOUNCED to the WORLD!
The VATICAN is now preparing us for the BIG MESSAGE the GOVERNMENT and
NASA are planning to announce soon. This is in anticipation to more '
DISCLOSURE and SHOCKING ' NEWS soon to be released little by little.
Play from: 30 seconds to 3:08: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fs083jgvOP4
+Alien Invasion: Are We Ready? with Michelle Rodriguez premiered on August
14th at 8PM e/p on Discovery Channel.
http://curiosity.discovery.com/question/alien-invasion-are-we-ready-videos
NEW AGERS COMMENTARY--The Final Days and Life After First Contact
Submitted by Marcus Titus on Wed, 08/17/2011
Although it seems as if nothing has changed, it seems as if there have been mass
changes behind the scenes since Mid-July. Very recently, most sources have begun to
claim that the Illuminati are officially finished and that new world is right around the
corner. (Comment: Good Cop, Bad Cop Lies) Yet, the Mainstream Media is still
pumping out propaganda as usual. Odds are, the Earth allies along with the Galactic
Federation (Comment: The “Good Guys”) are continuing to allow the Mainstream
Media to continue while announcements and other plans are being made. Also, they are
giving their ground crew some final time to prepare for the final phase of the mission.
The latest full moon on August 13th was big in the sense that a lot of energy was
present that could be used to initiate an awakening. Evidence of an awakening in the
American People can be found in the fact that Ron Paul is finally beginning to get the
recognition he deserves. He was able to finished second in the Iowa Straw Poll last
week. Besides that, websites that have run a poll of their own about the GOP
nomination (including Fox News) yielded results that have Ron Paul winning by large
margins over all the other candidates. This is despite the fact that he is receiving almost
zero coverage on Mainstream Media stations. This shows that the American people are
beginning to realize the dire situation the United States is in. Also, it shows that the
American people are beginning to realize the extent of corruption that exists within
Congress. Let’s remember that Ron Paul is running on a platform that he will phase
out the Federal Reserve and end both wars immediately. These were two topics that
were basically blasphemy a few years ago. The awakening being experienced by many
people now is only a precursor to the spiritual awakening that comes next.
Mat 24:24 Regarding the end times Jesus said: For there shall arise false Christs,
and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if [it
were] possible, they shall deceive the very elect.
1Ti 4:1 ¶ Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall
depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils;
1Ti 4:2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot
iron
2Ti 3:1 ¶ This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.

2Ti 3:12 Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution.
2Ti 3:13 But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and
being deceived.
2Ti 3:14 But continue thou in the things which thou hast learned and hast been
assured of, knowing of whom thou hast learned [them];
2Ti 3:15 And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures, which are
able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus.
Although there will not be a 2012 election, Ron Paul will mostly likely play a major role
in the New Governments that will soon emerge in response to the new financial system
and UFO disclosure.
Obama has done exactly what he was supposed to do. His job was to let the old
systems of the Illuminati fade away. Once announcements begin, we will most likely
find out that Obama has done a lot behind the scenes that the public does not know
about.
As of early August, the only remaining faction that hadn’t signed on to the
implementation of the new governments was the shadow government of the United
States. If or when they have officially signed on then announcements might commence
any minute.
If you are awake it is most likely obvious now that the world can never go back to the
way it once was. Announcements will come suddenly without any warning. If you
are awake it will be your job to sit down with the people you know and talk to them
about what is happening. A lot of people‟s beliefs are going to become obsolete so
make sure you are there for them. If they do not want help, do not push. They will
come around eventually. The world is going to be radically different. There is going
to be no more room for giant egos and the politics of the past. The people who are
extremely immersed in the present reality will probably be completely shell shocked and
will go into denial. When our brethren from the stars land, it will be our job to act
as liaisons between them and the other people. This will probably go a lot
smoother than most people realize simply because these ETs will look exactly
like us. With the permission of the people in your household, invite them into
your homes and have a chat. (Comment: Hmm… kind of like how Vampires and
Black Eyed Beings, etc. have to be invited into your home to gain entrance) They
will have a lot to say on a variety of topics. Introduce them to your friends and
your neighbors. The idea is that once people see that the ET‟s are friendly, they
will open up.
2Jo 1:10 If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not
into [your] house, neither bid him God speed:
2Jo 1:11 For he that biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds.
The world will not go into 2012 without seeing major changes. October 28th is coming up
which is supposed to be a significant date in the Mayan Calendar. Also, 11/11/11 is
going to be a major upliftment that will most likely push the group consciousness into

the 4th dimension completely, if we aren’t already there by then. The energies are not
going away. (Comment: You mean the mass witchcraft that is taking place all over
the world.)
http://earthascends.blogspot.com/2011/08/final-days-and-life-after-first-contact.html
+New Age Commentary--Agenda for Disclosure— Nesera --The opening of
Pandora's suitcase
December 28, 2007--High-status disclosures of previously suppressed
information will bring the following changes: The Bush-Cheney-Clinton-Obama
political clique will be removed from American public life permanently.
The identities of the hidden Khazar Zionist political bosses embedded in
corporate America will be disclosed.
Joseph Ratzinger, the present Pope, will be obliged to retire. Queen Elizabeth II of
England will abdicate or, at the very least, will begin to withdraw from active
personal involvement in Constitutional, Church of England, and international
banking affairs. The occult connection between the Vatican in Rome and The
Crown Temple in London will be revealed.
All around the world, national leaders and regimes which have political, corporate
and legal connections with the American governing establishment will be
removed from power.
The NESARA global prosperity programmes will be announced and activated. One of
the funds involved is The Saint Germain World Trust. It contains deliverable precious
metals and currencies worth upwards of one quattuordecillion USA dollars. This is $1
with forty zeros after it.
Among other projects, this money will be used to buy out all oil corporations, banks and
pharmaceutical cartels. And it will zero out (permanently cancel) all personal, corporate
and national debts worldwide.
The whole human population will benefit from NESARA. Earth is a most abundant
planet. There is more than enough gold-backed human money currently in
existence on Earth for each and every human being to be a GBP millionaire
without debts of any kind. GBP = Great Britain Pound. NESARA is about sharing
the resources of the planet around fairly. And NESARA is about putting
benevolent banking systems in place worldwide to deliver this monetary fairness.
No individual anywhere on Earth will be beyond the reach of the NESARA wealth
redistribution programmes. And no individual or organisation anywhere on Earth
will be able to stop it. (Comment: The ultimate “Carrot”)
NESARA will cancel all credit card, mortgage and other bank debt due to illegal banking
and government corruption worldwide. Income tax will be abolished. A new 14% flat rate
tax on non-essential new items will provide the necessary revenue stream for national

governments. Money will cease to be spent on war, elite
security and covert militarism. There will be increased
benefits for senior citizens. In the USA, there will be a
return to Constitutional Law at every level of the legal
system. (Comment: Kind of sounds like the Utopian
Zeitgeist system & the recent miniseries “V”)
Movie „Zeitgeist Addendum‟ Exposed October 19th,
2008
Zeitgeist Movie Rebuttal to Its Attack on Jesus Christ
October 28th, 2007
And in the USA, a new banking system - American
Banking Central - will click into function and will involve twenty nine new banks. The
Federal Reserve Board will be abolished. The Internal Revenue Service will be
abolished.
Free-energy Tesla technologies suppressed by the Illuminati’s corporate energy cartel
will become freely known and freely available. There will be no further need to burn
fossil fuels once the Tesla technologies are in place in industry, homes and vehicles.
Things will be seen in the skies, on the surface of the Earth and inside the Earth
which mainstream corporate media and mainstream western education say do
not exist and cannot happen. The core signifiers of ancient mythologies will be
found to be real. (Comment: What you mean the Fallen Angels and Nephilum?)
The covert interaction of several world governments with negative extraterrestrial
groups (Comment: Bad Cop Aliens) will be exposed. The role of positive
extraterrestrial groups in promoting the energisation of the planet and the
manifestation of the NESARA process will be explained. The significance of the
agriglyphs (crop circles) will become better understood. The availability of offplanet technologies for pollution control, human transport, and information
retrieval will be revealed. Sonic healing machines will be released for the free use
of all.
Books will be opened. Human histories will be corrected. Many veridical accounts
of human history still exist but have been hidden away and protected for final
release during this end-time. They will be released and published in many
languages and will be held safe beyond the censorship of dogmatic religion.
Remote viewing of suppressed texts in closed libraries will become common.
Extraterrestrial text-energy reading technologies, along with manuscript
reconstitution and multiplication techniques will become available.
It will become evident that no history, no event, no experience, no exchange, no
conversation, no train of thought, and no feeling can ever be totally erased. Everything
that has ever happened still exists perfectly in its original energy pattern. With
extraterrestrial and spiritual technologies, past histories can be comprehensively

accessed and published. Every event that has ever taken place can be retrieved,
reproduced and replayed in sound, vision, tactuality and multiple sensation.
The dark side rulers in the U.S. will be replaced with constitutionally acceptable
NESARA President and Vice President Designates, thought to be Congressman Dennis
Kucinich (Democrat - Ohio) & ex-Vice President, Al Gore (Democrat), may also have a
substantive role. So may Congressman Ron Paul (Republican - Texas). There will be
new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days of NESARA's
announcement. These elections will be carefully monitored to prevent vote theft and
other illegal election activities by special interest groups.
A new USA Treasury rainbow currency will come into being, backed by gold, silver, and
platinum precious metals. A new USA Treasury Bank System will be initiated in
alignment with Constitutional Law. The Federal Reserve Board System will be
abolished. Personal financial privacy will be restored. All judges and attorneys will be
retrained in Constitutional Law. All aggressive USA government military actions
worldwide will cease and global peace will be established. Similar reforms will take
place in every country in the world. Enormous sums of money will be made available for
humanitarian purposes.. Apart from Dennis Kucinich (Democrat - Ohio), only one other
American Presidential candidate has begun to articulate NESARA signifiers in his public
speeches. He is Congressman Ron Paul (Republican - Texas). Speaking on C-SPAN's
morning Washington Journal, in August 2007, Dr Paul said that there should be no
Federal Reserve Board, no income tax, no Internal Revenue Service, and no welfare for
big corporations. He asserted that the only Constitutional money is gold and silver, not
notes redeemable in them - not "fed funny money." There should be no federal judges
usurping states' rights, and no federal attacks on private property. Many of Dr Paul's
ideas here are central to the NESARA process.
Ron Paul has not yet addressed the issues of Morgellons Disease or the regulation of
the underground base at Denver International Airport (Colorado). DIA is, by land size,
the largest airport in the USA. It was designed by Charles Ansbacher and David
Rockefeller for Illuminati / New World Order use. The multi-level underground base
beneath it is thought to be a centre for off-limit genetics and human / alien hybrid
research. Some say that it also has a connection with recent child disappearances in
Colorado and neighbouring states. It is not clear which US federal government agency
is now running the underground base at Denver International Airport. The independent
media have always been rigorously excluded from the facility. Ron Paul has yet to
speak explicitly on these two issues of public concern.
More young people and old people, inside and outside world governments, will speak
the truth with greater energy, greater clarity and less fear than ever before in human
history.. They will tell of Earth changes to come and they will tell of Earth changes past.
They will tell of how freak weather conditions in the USA, and earthquakes in
Japan, have been deliberately man-made by covert government agencies. They
will tell of the fate of the thousands of missing children worldwide. They will tell
how diseases such as Ebola, AIDS, SARS, H5N1 and Morgellons were the results

of deliberate bioterrorism by government agencies seeking to reduce the world's
population. More information about the Morgellons mystery can be found here.
On the web, a new democratic social encyclopedia to replace Wikipedia will arise.
Unlike Wikipedia, this will be constructed in such a way that security, corporate and
Zionist misinformers will be unable to manipulate its content. Truth will become clean
and free for all.
Into this climate of disclosure will emerge the greatest discloser of all - the long
expected World Teacher of The Aquarian Age. Called variously The Imam Mahdi,
The Fifth Buddha, The Messiah, Krishna, or The Christ, The World Teacher and
his team of spiritual masters will disclose openly the diseases of past history and
the healing of the present. And The World Teacher - no surprise here - will not be
a religious figure. More information about the emergence of The World Teacher
can be found here. (Comment: Yes you guessed it it is Devil Betraya—See my
teachings below)
„Lord Maitreya‟ the Antichrist?
December 2nd, 2007
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & „Master Jesus‟
February 1st, 2009
„Lord Maitreya‟ the Antichrist? continued
December 9th, 2007
New Age Dept. of Peace Bill & Maitreya
March 15th, 2009
Mars, Lord Maitreya, The Ascended Masters & Strong Delusion
April 29th, 2007
The U.N., Lucis Trust, World Goodwill, Earth Charter, Maitreya
March 16th, 2008
George Noory Interviews B. Creme Re: Maitreya‟s Emergence & the Star Sign
There will be further disclosures about endemic professional corruption in Western
healthcare systems. Modern allopathic medicine will be shown to be a manipulative con
designed by the corporate controllers of the pharmaceutical industry to make people ill,
keep them ill, and kill them prematurely. The tools of this manipulation are sophisticated
poisons dressed-up as expensive medicines. The medicines in most cases are
unnecessary, as is the fashion for casual intrusive surgery which makes even more
expensive medicines necessary. Follow the money. Notice also the establishment
attempts to suppress or outlaw alternative herbal remedies which work better and cost
less. More information about The Ritalin Conspiracy can be found here, and about the
Statin scam can be found here.
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations
The story of what going is to happen in the near future is the biggest story in the history

of human civilization on this planet. It is too big a story to be handled accurately by the
corporate mainstream media. The news will be broken, initially, though alternative news,
and progressive spirituality sites on the web. But most of all, the story will be
discovered in personal experience. As more and more people learn the spiritual
exercises of meditation, invocation, affirmation and dream management, more
and more people will break free, see clearly and speak openly of that which was,
and that which is to come.
On the Day of Declaration, Maitreya will present His credentials to all of humanity.
On this day, "every eye shall see him."(Fulfilling Rev.1:7) Everyone will
(simultaneously) hear his voice inwardly-- telepathically in their own language. At
the same time, we will all deeply feel His omnipotent love and hundreds of
thousands of spontaneous healings will take place throughout the world.
After the Day of Declaration several Masters of Wisdom will join Maitreya on the
world stage. Each will have different functions depending upon His particular line
of work. Some will teach, while others will be concerned more with world
problems of a political & economic nature.
The dark is crumbling. Thirteen millennia of elite-led disinformation are coming to an
end. Disclosure is light. Disclosure is change. Disclosure is free.
+The Lies of NESARA
NESARA is the economic and political program of the Antichrist. Known as the National
Economic Security And Reformation Act.
They will promote it as a Restoration of our Constitutional freedoms, cures for illnesses
and new energy sources, financial and banking improvements, removal of corrupt
government officials, and the beginning of more peace on Earth and more -- all alleged
improvements to begin with NESARA’s announcement.
They will use this platform to get their feet on the earth and then once they are
here they will blame their failures on not being able to implement their program
on true believers of the Most High and begin a cleansing program on earth!
Others refer to it as "First Contact."
Our first official publicized contact with Space Aliens will involve a treaty that
implements NESARA here in America. This will be enforced on the entire world as
well. These aliens will not look like little green men. Many appear just like us and
some as tall, angelic humanoid creatures coming as Ascended Masters, Space
ship Commanders, Messiahs, those who have reached Godhood, angels, etc....
In Revelation chapter 13 the Bible describes the second beast, the False Prophet,
who will enforce a worldwide economic program. NESARA will eventually
implement this prophecy.
And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And
that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name
of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom, Let him that
hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the
number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

(verses 16-18).
NESARA is a foot in the door for Satan's alien forces. If they can get people to buy this
"peace and prosperity" agenda then they are getting acceptance to come on earth and
implement it. Once these devils are in control they will ratify parts 2 & 3 of
NESARA that will nullify part 1 and begin their own agenda of cannibalism and
murdering the inhabitants of America.
Aliens are liars. They are incapable of telling the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth about anything. They are fallen angels, Lucifer's minions spouting the "we want to
help mankind" theology. They also refer to themselves as Omegans.
There are two leaders of NESARA. Sananda Immanuel also known as Sananda Jesus
and St. Germaine. Germaine will present NESARA, "Jesus" will try and deceive
mankind he's the Jesus of the church and Christianity. The false prophets in the
churches will hail him as the Jesus of the Bible. The deceptions in the last days are
going to be extensive, how many would see this guy and not think he's the Jesus of the
Bible that they've been conditioned to believe? They have seen this face and picture of
"Jesus" all their lives. This isn't what Jesus looks like. The churches have been
plastering pictures of Sananda Jesus for years deceiving their congregations that this
was Jesus the Messiah who died on the cross 2000 years ago. This is a picture of
Sananda Jesus. The Jesus of the Bible DOES NOT look anything like this.

Listen: Deception Afoot: Maitreya & „Master Jesus‟
**These images were first portrayed to the masses (hundreds of years ago) by the
Catholic Church, and is now also promoted by New Age movement as well. Now
this Jesus is always portrayed with long hair and many times a halo (AKA Pagan
Egyptian Sun Disk) over his head.

Sananda Immanuel claims/admits that Sanat Kumera is
his father - Sanat Kumera is another name for Satan
Shroud of TurinBiblically Debunked
Also this "Jesus" doesn't line up with the Word of God:
Doth not even nature itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is a
1Cr 11:14
shame unto him?
Sananda Immanuel Or the Master Jesus
A New Age Site Reads: Sananda Immanuel plays the role of "Jesus" in the astral realm
and near death experiences. He's the one Michaelangelo painted a portrait of, that
the churches then accepted as the picture of "Jesus." Most churches today have
pictures of this Sananda hanging in them somewhere. Most believers correlate the
picture of Jesus that they see as the real Jesus when it is really this Sananda Immanuel
who will come to earth playing Jesus, the Son of God. A very good deception. The
church was groomed for hundreds of years for this one.
NESARA sounds good until you realize you're selling your soul to the devil to save a
few bucks. It's just exchanging one global agenda for another. NESARA vs.Illuminati
with Satan playing both sides.

Yes, we would all like everything NESARA promises to give, but on OUR TERMS,
not THEIRS, and without mocking the depiction and resemblence of our Lord Jesus
Christ with their Germaine and Sananda.
How many will be deceived by Sananda when they realize he "looks" and "sounds"
just like the Jesus of the Bible? Will they know this is a DECEPTION?
"For many shall come in My Name saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many"
Matt. 24:5
Sanat Kumara - Also known as Satan, Lucifer

Their plan is to overtake the US government, implement Alien Disclosure
resulting in First Contact, and then finish off their staged productions with a
grand finally: THE SECOND COMING OF their false JESUS.
Their charades will deceive many. Most pastors in the churches will support
them and lead many people into the pit of hell for following this false Jesus
FROM: Correspondence by Mega New Ager--Patrick H. Bellringer
TO: J. B.
DATE: August 15, 2011
SUBJECT: Reply
Dear J. B.:
Thank you for your letter and very serious questions about ending the Dark Cabal's
control of our world.
There are many layers of good people carrying various authorities in this struggle to
defeat the Darkside on Shan. What I call "The People's Movement", includes the White
Hats, the Constitutional Lawyers, some enlightened military, Casper and "WE", the
White Dragon Society, etc., are all working to bring Goodness to the nations of our
world by throwing off the forces of repression. Basically, this is a "Grass-roots"

movement with various groups of good people working to bring change, and reporting
from their perspectives.
The signs all point to change to Goodness soon, as the Divine Plan appears to be
merging with the work of "The People's Movement" in establishing an international gold
standard money system and the removal of the Old World Order, including the U. S.
Corporate Government, U.K. Corporate Government, Israeli Zionist Government, etc..
In Love and Light,
Patrick H. Bellringer
bellringer@fourwinds10.com
www.fourwinds10.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------- Original Message ----From: BK
To: bellringer@fourwinds10.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 6:25 PM
Subject: Re: 2 articles attached
Dear Patrick - I have read the 'Phoenix Journals' for over ten years and am amazed at
how 'inept' some of the articles are in their content, confusing dialogue, supposedly
using 'theological terms, direction, and frankly, the promotion of that age old 'song'
accusing others of that which the accuser is guilty.
Isn't it interesting that the 66 Books of The Bible answer ALL of the mysteries about
man, his Creator God, His creation, and His Son Jesus who was the Christ - and it's
answers always promote the 'Simplicity of Christ' - not complexity as your Phoenix
Journal does 2 Cor. 11:3 But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled
Eve through his subtilty, so your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity
that is in Christ.
Yet you dare deprecate the Bible - and then promote the enemy of man in your
journal as the Jehovah God Satan- over and over again!
Never, it seems, is there a copy of 'The Phoenix Journal that doesn't, in some way twist,
bend, mis-represent, and promote confusion about the truth - and Christ himself defines
'Truth' John 17:17 Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth. Also see
Proverbs 13:13
Sorry Patrick, I'm not 'buying' what you're selling which is telling me that 'a rose is not a
rose if one puts another name on it! The Phoenix Journal is just another pretentious,
dressed up in a tuxedo, splashed with perfume, but inculcated with clever supposedly
alternative philosophical fables masquerading as truth. The Apostle Paul, whom you
depricate, describes deceived people like you in all of 2 Tim. 3. Also see Col. 2:8
Read the whole chapter and think about it especially verses 15 through 17. You've told
me all I need to know about you and your philosophy
BK
(Response)
FROM: Patrick H. Bellringer

TO: BK
DATE: August 17, 2011
SUBJECT: Reply
Dear BK:
When you asked me to define the names Shan, Creator God Aton, Violinio Germain
and Esu Immanuel, I knew that you had not read any of the Phoenix Journals with even
an elementary understanding. You have now confirmed to the whole world that you
have not read them with any spiritual understanding at all!
It is your choice to trash the Truth and condemn the Truthbringer, as do most
Christian Cult advocates, but you do it to your own demise. God Jehovah Satan
has done a great job of fooling millions of people like yourself with his "war
book", you call the Bible. For rejecting the Truth this lifestream, God Aton of
Light says that you agreed to spend a handicap of another three hundred and
fifty-thousand years in 3D learning your lessons in soul growth plus the time
needed to balance your karma.
May you not get dizzy on the Great Wheel of Reincarnation, as you ponder your
regrets. I send you Love and Light because you really need it.
PHB

